
Introducing Rudolf Steiner 

This incredibly gifted person Rudolf Steiner was born in 

1865 in Croatia, then part of Austria and died in Dornach, 

Switzerland in 1925. Over the course of his life he brought 

much new thought to the nature of the human being and 

the Universe around us.  His concepts have been applied 

in many areas of life and notably in Education, Bio 

dynamic Gardening, Agriculture, and Medicine. Just over 

100 years ago, he commented that our challenges in the 

21st Century would not be so much worldwide war but 

natural disaster. How true his predictions have proved, 

for here we are with climatic change threatening the future of the Earth and covid-19, the human being. 

If you are new to these ideas of Rudolf Steiner and wish to learn more, it suggested to start by reading 

one of the biographies about him and then perhaps proceed to ‘Founding a Science of the Spirit’ and 

followed by ‘The Enigma of Evil’  which we mention if you click below on further information.  

Alternatively there is very informative book written by Jonathan Black ‘The Secret History of the World’, 

who while drawing much of its content from the concepts of Rudolf Steiner, also considers other 

sources. It is out of print, but we do usually have some used copies on offer. 

 Some books like ‘Knowledge of Higher Worlds’ or  ‘The Philosophy of Freedom’ really do test your mind 

and are probably better read as a member of small study group, for you can easily spend a whole 

evening just working through just a few pages. 

Offered on the website here are a small selection of books, some of which have been discounted. You 

will also find the magazine ‘New View’ that deals with topical matters from the viewpoint of authors 

who are familiar with Rudolf Steiner’s writings. It now has a published price of £7 but to support this 

informative magazine and make it more affordable, we offer at £4.50. 

In further detail: 

One of the refreshing aspects of Rudolf Steiner’s work is that he specifically asks you NOT to accept 

what he writes as FACT. Instead to work with what he offers and see to what truth you come. He does 

not presume that we should accept what he writes as the truth but provides the tools by which we can 

seek it. But beware, the truth to which you come, while very real to you, may not be the truth at all and 

so one must always be of an open mind. Seeking the truth is a lifetime task! 

Central to his concepts is the nature of our incarnation. When viewed within narrow limits, the Christian 

Churches are of course right in that we only incarnate once.  Once our present physical body dies, in no 

way will that body come again. What though of our deeper and real self, our soul and our spirit?  

 If you accept the thesis of Richard Dawkins the author of that excellently reasoned book ‘The God 

Delusion’ and believe we are merely finite and the so called spiritual world, is no more than a figment 

of our imagination, then yes, it is our one and only incarnation. 

On the other hand, if you believe there is a spiritual world to which our Soul and Spirit returns, then 

what follows? 

One of the fascinating  paradoxes to which you can come from reading Steiner’s works, is that while 

incarnate upon the Earth we have the freedom, (within the laws of our particular religion and culture of 

course), to do as we wish.  When in the Spiritual World we have no such freedom but will see ourselves 

in truth; whereas on Earth the truth about ourselves may be clouded by the impulses of our physical 

body. In the Spiritual World, all we can do is face the truth about ourselves and seek a new incarnation 

in a religion and culture that will present us with the challenges we need, to correct our short comings. 

………… continued on page 2  -  see the prompt on the left at the bottom of this page 



So in brief, in the Spiritual World we truly see ourselves as we are but can do nothing about it, while on 

Earth, we have the freedom to make changes to our moral behaviour, but no longer see ourselves as 

we truly are! 

Taking up the matter of incarnation, if our real self, our soul and spirit only incarnate once, how can you 

explain how one person may die as a baby just a few hours old, while another is born with a severe 

physical or mental handicap? Why should one person die in their youth and another at 100 years? How 

unfair would that be and to what purpose, if you have only one incarnation to Earth and that for 

evermore?  Steiner also suggest that you will tend to alternate as male and then female so that you 

experience the challenges that may be specific to your sex. 

Rudolf Steiner recognises and respects all religions. Each have a purpose and perhaps it could be that 

all are looking at the same God, but each from a different facet. So beware of insisting that your friends 

must look at God from the same aspect that you do. Some religions come across as being ‘Religions of 

the Law’ and have specific rules that you must follow, whereas others could be seen as ‘Religions of the 

Freedom’ and while putting forth equally moral concepts, leave it to the individual to keep to them. 

  

 

 

 

 

A snap from a relatively new Steiner/Waldorf kindergarten in Nepal and on the right the longer 

established school in Christchurch, New Zealand. 

When some real and evil tragedy happens, it is not unusual to see on TV an unfortunate priest ‘being 

put on the carpet’ and quizzed as how God allows such things. In recent years the Roman Catholic 

Church have puzzled over one passage in The Lord’s Prayer. How is it we are praying to Our Father in 

Heaven but later in the prayer saying to Our Father ‘Lead us not into temptation’. Oh dear says the 

Church, perhaps it has been badly translated!  

If you read the book ‘The 

Enigma of Evil’, you will find 

a plausible answer.  Believe 

or not, without Evil, there is 

no point being incarnate on 

the Earth. We need evil and 

might our task be not to 

destroy evil, for it has a 

purpose, but perhaps the 

greater challenge, to 

render it IMPOTENT!? 

From reading these books (they run into 1000’s) another thought to which you may come, is the perfect 

partnership between our planet The Earth and the human being. The Earth cannot achieve the objective 

of its incarnation without the presence of the human being, as equally, the human cannot achieve their 

objective, without the Earth and the freedoms it creates.  

One cannot fulfil their destiny without the other! What that objective is, is left for you to deduce from 

these informative books. 


